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Real-time cargo movement /w Temperature Monitoring 

Confidential

§ Delivers Ice-cream on time and in good 
condition by continuously monitoring 
the ice-cream temperature and 
location. 

§ Alerts on temperature range violations.
§ Monitoring prevents ice-cream 

damages during transit.



Cargo Temperature Review

Confidential

Temperature Graph of cargo provides you with detailed point-to-point 
temperature history of the Cargo. This can be used in Quality Control and 

ensuring cargo movers are pro-active to quality.



Improving fleet utilization 

Confidential

§ Eliminates unintended halts achieving 
higher utilization of fleet.



Accurate Pay per kilometer

Confidential

§ Eliminates financial leakages by 50% 
using Locanix “PayPerKm”.

§ No more overpay due to Odometer 
manipulation.



Securing expensive cargo

Confidential

§ Prevents theft of highly valuable copper 
while in transit.

§ Vehicle is locked down as soon as it 
deviates from the prescribed route 
beyond a threshold.



Preventing vehicle misuse

Confidential

§ Pro-actively ensures safety by 
preventing night driving of test-drive 
cars.

§ Saves a lot by preventing AC mis-use in 
during the night hours.



Driver Behaviour Analysis

Confidential

Incidents like Harsh Braking, Harsh Accelerating and Harsh Cornering are recorded in real-time.
Resulting into a consolidated driver score card information that helps you determine

bad drivers and train them to better driving skills.



Pick-up and Drop Point Visited Analysis

Confidential

It’s important to have a clear visibility on whether all your drivers are visiting predefined 
routes/locations or not. And most importantly they are not spending excessive time on those 

locations. Above BI report answers exactly the same questions



Third Party Sharing for Cargo Tracking

Confidential

You don’t have to share your login credentials anymore to share the location of your vehicle. 
Just create a tracking code and allow your customers to track your vehicle for a limited time 

period. With this, you can generate your own “tracking-codes” like DHL and Fedex.



Proximity Based Assistance

Confidential

With Proximity Based Assitance, you can find all the vehicles available within the given radius 
of a vehicle or location and calculate time and cost to serve the location in case if 

refrigerated cargo breaks down and has perishable cargo which needs to be transferred to 
other vehicle so as to ensure cargo is safe and delivered on time.



Fleet Maintenance Tracking

Confidential

Overdue

About to Due

No service 
Due



Maintenance Card

Confidential

List of Service which is Overdue



Exception Dashboard

Confidential

This Dashboard addresses the exception reports which the
management is interested in and can take decisions accordingly.  


